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Preface
The Montreal Students’ Chapter of Canadian Transportation Research Forum (MSC-CTRF) is a
non-profit and research based organization governed by the research students in transportation
engineering, economics and planning disciplines. The aims of the MSC-CTRF is to promote the
advancement of transportation researches by fostering the close association of students with both
the profession and the Institute; to acquaint students with topics of interest in transportation
issues through competent speakers, workshops, and Chapter-sponsored study tours; to stand-in
the development of professional spirit; to promote common interests among students; and to
encourage the enhancement and optimization of facilities for students researching on
transportation issues.
The MSC-CTRF organizes a day-long conference on April 7, 2014. The conference is held at Sir
George William Campus of Concordia University, Montreal, Quebec, Canada. The daylong
conference focuses on the broader aspects of sustainable transportation.
The conference is divided into two sessions. The first session consists of presentations from
academia as well as from private and public sector. Companies, faculty members, and students
present their works on sustainable transportation issues. The second session consists of poster
presentations from the students.
The MSC-CTRF conference introduces the students, interested in transportation related
professions, to the academicians, professionals, researchers, government officials, and students
to share their works and projects.
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CTRF President’s Message – MSC-CTRF Conference 2014
There has always been, and there will always be, a need for robust, independent, and credible
Canadian transportation research. This research guides government policies, regulations and
programs. It informs public and private sector transportation plans and investments. And it also
shapes our broader understanding of the role and impact of transportation in society.
Research priorities evolve and change – sometimes quickly. The increasingly pressing need to
invest in transit and transport infrastructure in Canada’s largest cities (and how to fund this), the
need to better understand and minimize the environmental impacts of transportation, and the
importance of better, more sustainable approaches to developing and maintaining transport
infrastructure are critical and require continued research. Fortunately, a great deal of excellent
research has been done on these important Canadian transportation matters, much of it by CTRF
members, including members of CTRF’s Montreal Student Chapter (MSC).
In this MSC-CTRF Proceeding, papers address important and pressing Canadian transportation
issues and opportunities. The Proceedings also builds on the growing body of knowledge
generated by the Canadian transportation research community, and can continue to help shape
future developments in the transportation sector.
I anticipate that this first MSC-CTRF conference will be a great forum for exchanging and
discussing this latest research, keeping informed of recent developments in research, and
networking with transportation sector stakeholders. It’s also a great time to catch up with friends
and colleagues within the transportation space.
A great deal of work goes into organizing any conference, and this conference is no different.
Thanks to all those that contributed, including notably, this year’s conference organizing
committee, led by Shohel Reza and the other members of the MSC-CTRF Executive Committee.
Last but certainly not least, thanks to the researchers who’s papers are included in this
Proceedings and the focus of this year’s conference sessions.
I wish everyone a rich, rewarding and fun conference.

Marc-André Roy
CTRF President
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WHO WE ARE?
LIST OF EXECUTIVE MEMBERS 2013-2014
PRESIDENT
Md. Shohel Reza Amin
625 Rue Milton, Apartment 804
Montreal, Quebec, H2X1W7
Canada
Contact:
Home phone: 514-289-2024
Cell phone: 438-936-4119
Email: md_amin@encs.concordia.ca
shohelamin@gmail.com
Short Bio
Mr. Md. Shohel Reza Amin is a PhD student and Research Assistant in the Department of
Building, Civil & Environmental Engineering at Concordia University. He is also a part-time
Research Assistant in a research project of Professor William Reimer (Professor Emeritus,
Department of Sociology, Concordia University). Mr. Amin has research interest on the
integration of land use and transportation modeling, and dynamic transport infrastructure asset
management system. Prior to commencing his PhD study at Concordia University, Mr. Amin
was a PhD researcher in the School of Built Environment (University of Ulster, UK), an
Assistant Professor in urban and regional planning discipline at a university in Bangladesh, and a
Transport Consultant of the District Towns Infrastructure Development Project in Bangladesh.
Mr. Amin is affiliated with different professional, research and student organizations in North
America and Bangladesh. He has been awarded Alain Lamoureux award 2013, Canada
Steamship Lines Inc. Award in Transportation Studies 2013, and Graduate Student Paper Award
in the TRANSLOG Conference 2012 during his ongoing doctoral research work. Both in his
academic and professional career, Mr. Amin has conducted some multidisciplinary research
works in the fields of urban and regional planning, civil engineering and social science.
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VICE-PRESIDENT (EXTERNAL)
Jose Miguel Sanchez Marquez
Full Address:
1650 rue de Seve ap 0,
Montreal, Quebec, CA. H4E2A9
Contact:
Cell phone : 438 874 1985
Email : josesanmar1985@hotmail.com
Blog : http://josesanmarcivil.blogspot.ca/
Short Bio
Jose Sanchez M. is a M.A.Sc. Candidate in the Civil Engineering department of Concordia
University. His current research is focused on building materials, specifically concrete’s
durability under the supervision of Dr. Michelle Nokken associate professor at Concordia
University, with whom has presented and published number of research papers (i.e. American
Concrete Institute, ACI; Canadian Society of Civil Engineering, CSCE).


Prior to starting his Master’s study Mr. Sanchez work as professional engineer for four years at
his country, Colombia in different fields such as, highway design & construction, building
materials (HOLCIM) and Building construction projects. He obtained his bachelor´s degree at
Colombia at Universidad Industrial de Santander (UIS), Colombia.
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VICE-PRESIDENT (RESEARCH)
Umma Tamima
Full address
Room no 275, McDonald building,
817 Sherbrooke street west, Montreal,
Quebec, H3A 2K6, Canada
Contact:
Phone: 514-289-2024
Office (if any): 514-398-6860
Email:
umma.tamima@mail.mcgill.ca
tamima_025@yahoo.com
Short Bio
Umma Tamima is a PhD candidate in the Department of Civil Engineering at McGill University.
She holds two MS degrees in Urban and Regional Planning from London School of Economics
(LSE) and Bangladesh University of Engineering and Technology (BUET). Her research areas
include natural hazards and risk analysis, and Evacuation Modeling. She has more than two and
half years of teaching experience at Bangladesh University of Engineering and Technology
(BUET). She was involved in the project work of University Grants Commission (UGC),
Bangladesh.
Umma Tamima is affiliated with the Canadian Society of Civil Engineers (CSCE), Bangladesh
Institute of Planners (BIP), and Canadian Transportation Research Forum (CTRF). She was
awarded the Dean Faculty Award (Three times) from BUET, Award for Excellent Academic
Performance-BUET, Excellence in Education Award by CitiBank N.A., Commonwealth
Scholarship-UK, McGill Engineering Doctoral Award (MEDA) and others. She is working as a
President at Bangladeshi Graduate Students Society (BGSS), McGill. She was also acting as a
Graduate Representative of Post Graduate Students Society (PGSS) from Civil Engineering
Department, McGill University.
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GENERAL SECRETARY
Diana Virginia Rivera Lara
3770 Pierre Thomas Hurteau,
St. Hubert, Quebec. J3Y8S5
Contact:
Home phone: 450-462-3756
Cell phone: 514-571-6397
Email: engineer.rivera@outlook.com

Short Bio
Diana is a competent and proficient Civil Engineer Professional with special interest in roads,
bridges, buildings and residential sector. Having always been the kind of person to ask how and
why, she is passionate about the built environment around us. Following the path of her true
passion Diana completed her bachelor of Civil Engineering at Universidad del Valle de Mexico
(UVM). Diana is a highly efficient, hardworking and a talented civil engineer with a
comprehensive knowledge of design processes and also infrastructure and construction methods.
Easy going by nature and able to get along with both work colleagues and senior managers,
Diana is a motivated team player with excellent communication skills and academic
qualifications. Diana has experience assisting on a range of civil engineering projects including
residential and commercial site development; rural and urban roadway reconstruction; highways;
interchanges and bridges. Client-focused, organized and deadline orientated, Diana has proven
ability to produce detailed technical specifications from customer’s requirements and ensure that
projected architectural designs are functional, safe and economical all while meeting the needs of
the client. After obtaining a favorable education and useful work experience, Diana decided to
continue her education, and currently she is studying her Master in Engineering (Civil
Engineering) at Concordia University.
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TREASURER
Ahsan Alam
Dept. of Civil Engg. & Applied Mechanics,
Room 492, Macdonald Engineering Building,
817 Sherbrooke Street West
Montreal, Quebec, H3A 0C3
Contact:
Home phone: +1-514-473-4594
Cell phone: +1-514-473-4594
Office:
Desk-07, Room-MD398,
McDonald Engg. Building
Email:
ahsan.alam2@mail.mcgill.ca

Short Bio
Ahsan is a PhD candidate in the Civil Engineering department of McGill University. His
current research is focused on understanding and investigating transit bus emissions. It
involves evaluating the influences of different factors such as roadway characteristics,
passenger loading, speed aggregation etc. to understand the detailing required in estimating
bus emissions. His research also investigates the impacts of different alternative technologies
and improved operational conditions that could achieve meaningful reduction of transit
emissions. He investigated the impacts of several transit improvement strategies on
emissions that were implemented by Société de Transport de Montréal (STM) in a busy
urban transit corridor in Montreal. At present, he is investigating the effect of speed
aggregation on the simulation of transit bus emissions. It attempts to improve the precision
of traditional average speed based emission modelling techniques and to develop a more
sophisticated emission estimation methodology that could be used along with traditional
regional meso-scale traffic model. He started his PhD in January’ 2011 and he is an
important member of the Transportation and Air Quality (TRAQ) group under the
supervision of Dr. Marianne Hatzopoulou. He completed his B.Sc in Civil Engineering at
Bangladesh University of Engineering & Technology (BUET) where his research was
mainly focused on evaluating the performance of two recently built flyovers. Later, he
obtained his M.A.Sc in Civil Engineering from The University of British Columbia, Canada.
His Masters research involved the quantification of the road safety benefits of sustainable
transportation modes including transit bus and bike. He was elected as the student
representative and served as a committee member of the CITE BC Interior Chapter where he
played a strong role in organizing events and conferences. He was awarded for various
student paper (presentation and poster) competitions. He loves traveling, biking, cooking and
watching sports.
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MEMBER FOR COMMUNITY NEEDS
Hamed Shahrokhi Shahraki
Apt. 704, 3210 Avenue forest Hill,
Montréal, Québec
H3V 1C7
Contact:
Home phone: Cell phone: 438-992-4241
Office (if any): 514-848-2424
Ext:7141
Email:
hamed.shahrokhi.ut@gmail.com

Short Bio
Hamed Shahrokhi Shahraki is a Master’s student at Transportation Lab at Concordia University.
Mr. Shahrokhi’s research interests and specialties are focused on Road Safety Analysis,
Microscopic Vehicular Simulation Models applications, Transportation Network Analysis and
Optimization, and Applications of ITS Strategies. Prior to starting his Master’s study, Mr.
Shahrokhi completed his Bachelor in area of Civil Engineering (Surveying Division) at the
University of Tehran. For his graduate studies he has been collaborating with Ministère des
Transports du Québec (MTQ) on a project focused on road safety analysis of reserved lanes
since January 2012. Mr. Shahrokhi has published number of research papers in very well- known
journals and conferences (e.g. Transportation Research Board (TRB), CSCE, and etc.). Because
of his outstanding academic performance, Mr. Shahrokhi has been awarded the Partial Tuition
Remission Award for two consecutive years. Mr. Shahrokhi also is affiliated with the Canadian
Institute of Transportation Engineers (CITE), Québec Student Chapter as executive committee
member since January 2013.
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Comparison of pavement design methods
Aquiles Christopher*, Souvik Roy
*Faculty of Engineering and Computer Science.
Department of Building, Civil and Environmental Engineering
Concordia University, Montreal, Quebec

There are different methods of pavement design. They have evolved with time and according to
the different needs and particular conditions of a country or region. Most of them began as
empirical tests that would become systematically turned into a calculating tool. The results may
vary between them. For the student or for the professional that wants to keep their knowledge up
to date it’s very advantageous to know the difference between the expected results in order to
choose the most desirable method for a given situation or to understand the requirements of a
given project in a different location. In this paper, we will try to compare the different methods
by calculating the pavement dimensions for a range of loads and soil conditions.
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Optimal Pavement Design for Baiting Town Area based on
Sectional Traffic Volumes
Zao Pengfei*, Chao Li
*MEng Student, Concordia University, Montreal, Quebec
Email: zhaopengfei29@gmail.com
In China, the pavement structure of the whole road network is designed unreasonably. In some
major province of energy, the traffic volume is huge on the artery lines, which causes serious
pavement damage. Compared with the main roads, the traffic volume of the non-primary roads is
much smaller. Such roads belong to the typical low-volume roads. While the structure design of
these roads is pretty similar with the main roads, undoubtedly, this is a waste of resources.
In this paper, optimal design method is used to redesign the pavement in Baitang Town area, so
that the pavement can be achieved to bear sufficient traffic load, at the same time to minimize the
economic cost. The main idea of the optimal design method is dividing the road network of an
area according to the real traffic volume, take the real traffic volume of each road section as
design input value, and then sectionally design the thickness of road network use AASHTO
method.
Early this century, Chinese Ministry of Transportation determined the road network of Baitang
Town area and its surrounding as 3

rd

level road, designed and constructed several roads here.

rd

The daily design traffic volume for 3 level road is 1000~4000 medium-duty trucks per day, and
its design service life is 10 years. Depending on these data, the original construction cost of the
road network of this area can be estimated. However the traffic condition of this area changed a
lot during recent ten years. Applying AASHTO method to redesign the pavement of this area
according to the proper traffic volume currently, more than 67 thousand dollors can be saved.
Also, the optimal method is able to suit the high volume traffic condition on some road sections,
in other words, it can save a lot of money of pavement rehabilitation during its service life.
Compared with the general design method, a lot of money and resources can be saved when the
optimal design method is applied. Even more important is, applying optimal design method is an
effective way to avoid pavement rehabilitation, which cost a lot and will cause traffic
inconvenience. In the case study, 67891CAD of construction fee and a lot rehabilitation can be
saved if apply optimal method to a small area of China, if the method is applied to more areas, it
will contribute to saving a great deal of resources.
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Airport Pavement Design
Ali Tehrani*, Mitra Izadkhasti, Amir Reza Tabrizi
*MEng Student, Concordia University, Montreal, Quebec

Rigid and flexible pavements are the two types of pavement design which are used in the
construction of roads and airports. Some important parameters which have the most effect on
selection of the type of pavement are desired functional usage of the pavement like safety
requirements and operating speeds, types of traffic loading, expenses of construction, and
maintenance consideration. Specifications of traffic on highway and airport cause the principle
difference in design of pavements between them. A highway pavement will experience
considerably more wheel load in comparison with airport by considering a design life Therefore,
the role of load repetitions like cumulative permanent deformation, crack propagation, and
fatigue failure will be important. In order to design highway pavement, one of the important
factor is the total number load applications in the design life of a pavement. However, in airport
pavement design the frequency of aircraft loading is less than highway instead the parameters
such as the loads due to aircraft landing and taking off and significant difference in the wheel
assembly configurations should be considered. Consequently, determining the most critical
aircraft will be important in structural design of airport pavements. The value of wheel loads is
another noticeable difference in pavement design of highway and airport. Airport pavements
experience considerably more loads than highway pavement. An airport pavement is designed to
tolerate an equivalent single wheel loads approximately about 50 tons, while the maximum
single wheel load permitted on the road pavement by most highway authorities is about
approximately 10 tons. Also, the pressure of wheel tire caused by an aircraft is about 1200 KPa
(175psi) which is closely two times greater than the value of a normal truck tire. The required
materials for the pavements will directly be affected by these differences. In this project two
different methods of designing airport pavements will be study and compare to each other.
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Analyzing Car Ownership in Quebec City: A Comparison of Traditional and Latent
Class Ordered and Unordered Models
Sabreena Anowar, Shamsunnahar Yasmin*, Naveen Eluru, Luis F. Miranda-Moreno
*

PhD Candidate
Department of Civil Engineering and Applied Mechanics, McGill University
Montréal, Québec, H3A 2K6, Canada.
Email: sabreena.anowar@mail.mcgill.ca
Private car ownership plays a vital role in the daily travel decisions of individuals and
households. The topic is of great interest to policy makers given the growing focus on global
climate change, public health, and sustainable development issues. Not surprisingly, it is one of
the most researched transportation topics. The extant literature on car ownership models
considers the influence of exogenous variables to remain the same across the entire population.
However, it is possible that the influence of exogenous variable effects might vary across the
population. To accommodate this potential population heterogeneity in the context of car
ownership, the current paper proposes the application of latent class versions of ordered (ordered
logit) and unordered response (multinomial logit) models. The models are estimated using the
data from Quebec City, Canada. The latent class models offer superior data fit compared to their
traditional counterparts while clearly highlighting the presence of segmentation in the
population. The validation exercise using the model estimation results further illustrates the
strength of these models for examining car ownership decisions. Moreover, the latent class
unordered response models perform slightly better than the latent class ordered response models
for the metropolitan region examined.
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If you lived here you’d be home now: Enabling lifestyles of Proximity in America
Alan Cunningham, LEED-AP, AICP
Email: headwatersolver@gmail.com
How can we outcompete traffic, and why would we want to? This presents findings and
recommendations for restoring choice to America’s transportation, by letting transit walking and
biking affect land use as much as traffic does today. The project mapped land use potential of
allowing minimally walkable and bikable development within walkable and bikable distance of
transit, and show dramatic potential by allowing transportation and land use choice on just 1% of
America’s land.
The problem with traffic is that the more we use it the less we can use anything else. How do we
break the momentum of more building and use of traffic? Biking and walking are most usable
and used in places worth walking and biking through, but traffic endangers walkers and bikers
with speed, mass, and spacing everything apart to unwalkable scales. Walking and biking are not
easily usable for the long distance trips required to use an automotive landscape. It takes 20
minutes for a car in traffic to travel the national average trip distance of 10 miles, but an hour for
a bike and three hours walking.
Walkable, high-design enclaves are not the solution either, as the size of a single development is
not large enough to typically support much more than a café and a dry cleaner. Most trips
outside a traditional neighborhood development are usually by car, to navigate the surrounding
suburban traffic landscape. The solution is an expanded view of transit-oriented development.
Let the area within walking and biking distance of all transit stations be at least walkable and
bikable. This is no more revolutionary a recommendation than ‘every property next to a
highway shall have adequate parking for its land use”.
This is a more competitive and permissive solution than regulatory. Starting from the traffic
dominated landscape that we have today, counties with transit stations can simply rezone station
areas and build rights of way to enable bikable densities of development. This density is not that
intimidating, akin to historic trolley suburbs with bungalows on tenth acre lots or apartments. If
one station area outperforms the surrounding traffic dominated landscape, other station areas and
cities would be free to follow their example. If a transit system succeeded at serving as an
alternative metropolitan connector, other cities are free to expand their transit with an eye
towards development, not just congestion relief.
This is a prosperous and permissive model of smart growth, not a restrictive one. There is some
evidence that the rarity of walkable places in America makes them too expensive for all but the
wealthy to enjoy. Currently, the only places where walking and biking are on the rise were built
out before 1920. They are necessarily more rare than the edges of their metropoles, which are
only constrained by the extent of the road network.
5
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Examining Driver Injury Severity in Two Vehicles Crashes – A Copula Based
Approached
Shamsunnahar Yasmin*, Naveen Eluru, Abdul R. Pinjari, Richard Tay
*

PhD Candidate
*Department of Civil Engineering and Applied Mechanics, McGill University
Montréal, Québec, H3A 2K6, Canada.
Email: shamsunnahar.yasmin@mail.mcgill.ca

A most commonly identified exogenous factor that significantly affects traffic crash injury
severity sustained is the collision type variable. Most studies consider collision type only as an
explanatory variable in modeling injury. However, it is possible that each collision type has a
fundamentally distinct effect on injury severity sustained in the crash. In this paper, we examine
the hypothesis that collision type fundamentally alters the injury severity pattern under
consideration. Towards this end, we propose a joint modeling framework to study collision type
and injury severity sustained as two dimensions of the severity process. We employ a copula
based joint framework that ties the collision type (represented as a multinomial logit model) and
injury severity (represented as an ordered logit model) through a closed form flexible
dependency structure to study the injury severity process. The proposed approach also
accommodates the potential heterogeneity (across drivers) in the dependency structure. Further,
the study incorporates collision type as a vehicle-level, as opposed to a crash-level variable as
hitherto assumed in earlier research, while also examining the impact of a comprehensive set of
exogenous factors on driver injury severity. The proposed modeling system is estimated using
collision data from Victoria, Australia for the years 2006 through 2010.
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Estimation of the Influence of Artificial Roadway Lighting on Road Collision
Frequency

Nagham Matout, MASc
Concordia University, Montreal, Quebec
Email: nmatout@gmail.com
Road accidents in Quebec registered a total of 104,070 collisions with 39,541 victims of injuries
and 436 fatalities in 2012 alone. Driving in dark environments increases the risk of accident
likelihood for which artificial roadway lighting is typically seen as a countermeasure. However,
it is unknown if non-standard levels of lighting help in reducing collision frequency, representing
the case for many inconsistently illuminated roads under municipal jurisdiction. This research
collected illuminance measurements for the Arthabasca region in Quebec. The collected data was
combined with available operational and geometrical characteristics as well as collision
frequency, to investigate what variables explain nighttime road crashes and how different levels
of artificial lighting correlate with them. It was found that the presence of an intersection and
having a slippery road surface produced more collisions. Roads with a complex geometry as well
as traffic volume explain higher collision rates. Either standard or non-standard illuminated roads
resulted in an increase of road collision frequency as compared to dark sites. Definition of
standard illumination seems not to correspond to the statistical evidence herein found. Increasing
the minimum level of illuminance for standard lighting helps in reducing collision frequency at
standard lit sites as illuminance levels were raised. Quebec warrant grid system seems to give
preference to illuminate roads at either urban locations or in the proximity to an intersection. A
good correlation between all illuminated sites and a variable containing urban and suburban land
uses was found. Empirical evidence also suggests that dark locations correspond mostly to rural
sites (possibly with lower volumes of cars) which observe lower frequency of road collisions.
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Simulation-based performance evaluation of the transportation network in the
aftermath of Earthquake in an urban area
Umma Tamima*, Luc Chouinard, Amitkumar M. Patel

*PhD Candidate
Department of Civil Engineering and Applied Mechanics
McGill University, Montreal, Canada
E-mail: umma.tamima@mail.mcgill.ca
The transportation network plays an importation role in case of emergency. The efficiency of the
rescue operation in an urban area largely depends on the performance of the transportation
network. This paper simulates traffic flows in case of earthquakes and load this additional traffic
flows into the network to evaluate the performance of the transportation system. This study also
measures the seismic vulnerability of bridges within Montreal regions as per the bridge classes
typical to National Building Inventory (NBI) through the development of bridge fragility curves,
in order to support seismic-risk mitigation efforts. Based on the damage level estimated using
HAZUS software, bridges are prioritized in order to rehabilitate bridges, or deployment of
inspection crews for field assessment of bridge damage. This study can provide valuable insights
to the first responders of earthquake disaster to take necessary actions for an efficient evacuation
in a metropolitan area. Moreover, it can assist residents to plan their evacuation routes based on
the prevailing road condition.
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The application of Highway Economic Requirements System (HERS) as a Road
Infrastructure Asset Management System (RIAMS) tool
Mohammad Mostafizur Rahman
Engineer, AGS Associates Inc.
Email: mostafizur.rahman@gmail.com
The Road Infrastructure Asset Management System (RIAMS) is a systematic process of
maintaining, upgrading, and operating different components of road infrastructures in a most
cost-effective manner. It provides a concrete foundation to periodically monitor the performance
and to optimize the maintenance and rehabilitation (M&R) actions through cost-effective
management, programming and resource allocation decisions. The US Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) develops a Highway Economic Requirements System - State Version
(HERS-ST) software package, which examines the relationship between the budget and
performance of the National’s highway system. The objective of this study is to examine the
strength of the HERS-ST in evaluating the investment in the M&R projects of the highway
pavement. This study uses 25 section Highway Maintenance Policy and Strategy (HMPS) data as
a case study. This study mainly focuses on the ‘Fully Engineering Needs Analysis” objective of
the HERS-ST. The relationship between the average Present Serviceability Rating (PSR) and the
M&R funding defines the required M&R funding for each of the highway section per each
funding year.
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Transit Bus Emission: How it is Affected and How it can be Reduced
Ahsan Alam*, Marianne Hatzopoulou
*

PhD Candidate, Dept. of Civil Engineering & Applied Mechanics
McGill University, Canada,
E-mail: ahsan.alam2@mail.mcgill.ca

In this study we investigate the effects of various factors such as network congestion, roadway
grade, passenger load, and fuel type on transit bus emissions of greenhouse gases (GHGs). We
also quantify the emission reduction potential of alternative fuels and transit service
improvements by conducting a simulation of transit operations and emissions along a busy
corridor in Montreal, Canada. We observe that positive grades strongly influence emissions. The
effects of increasing negative grades on emissions are small and are cancelled-out by varying
random seed in the traffic simulation. While additional passengers increase emissions, we
observe that the addition of each passenger decreases the per-passenger emissions differently
depending on the bus occupancy. Compressed natural gas (CNG) reduces GHG emissions by 812% compared to conventional diesel. However, the benefits of switching from conventional
diesel to CNG increases as the congestion level rises. We also found that transit signal priority
(TSP) alone can reduce GHG emissions in both congested (by 14%) and uncongested (by 6%)
networks, while bus-stop relocation, queue jumper lane strategies are more beneficial in the
congested direction.
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Revisiting Transit Performance Measures: Untapped potential and implications of
transit data visualization
Ehab Diab
PhD Candidate, School of Urban Planning, McGill University
Transportation Research at McGill (TRAM)

Advancements in information and communication technologies have enabled transit agencies
around the world to collect an abundance of data on a daily basis. Increasingly, these agencies
are interested in new methods to visualize this data in order to communicate transit performance
to their customers and stakeholders. Most agencies today collect and provide numerous kinds of
data, including Google Transit Feed Specification (GFTS) data, automatic vehicle location
(AVL) data, and automatic passenger count (APC) data. This paper aims to demonstrate the
untapped potential of these data sources; specifically, the paper uses transit data from Montréal,
Canada, to generate performance measures that are both of interest to the public and that can
help communicate the positive attributes of public transportation concepts, as well as facilitate
communication between professionals. Performance measures are generated at different scales,
including transit-system, neighborhood, route, and stop levels. This paper expands on previous
research on transit-performance research and visualization by using different types of data and
by adopting the perspectives of customers. The methods displayed in here can be of interest to
transit planners and transit marketing professionals.
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An Efficient Artificial Neural Network and Genetic A Based Calibration Method for
Microscopic Simulation Models: A Before-and-After Calibration Conflict Analysis

Hamed Shahrokhi Shahraki*, Ciprian Alecsandru, Paul Anderson-Trocmé, Luis F. MirandaMoreno
*MSc Student
Department of Building, Civil and Environmental Engineering,
Concordia University, Montreal, QC
Email: hamed.shahrokhi.ut@gmail.com

In recent years, due to the advances in computation technology, microscopic vehicular traffic
simulation has become one of the main tools used by transportation professionals to solve
various design and analysis problems. The effective use of any of the existing simulation
packages is limited by the calibration of specific parameters that are based on observed real-life
conditions. However, because the calibration of the packages is a time and resource intensive
process, one might resort to using the default parameter values. In this study, a soft computingbased methodology is proposed as an alternative for calibration methodology that considerably
reduces the computation time in comparison to other commonly used methods. First, a Latin
Hypercube Sampling method is used to select representative sets of values for VISSIM’s main
calibration parameters. Second, the effect of each set of parameter values on the simulated
traffic stream speed is recorded. Third, a neural-network is trained to determine the relationship
between the input parameter values and the output vehicular speed. Finally, a genetic-algorithm
uses the trained neural-network in its fitness function to determine the appropriate set of values
for the calibration parameters. The proposed methodology allows for the calibration of
microscopic traffic models with fewer computational resources than is commonly used. The
proposed methodology is applied to a real-world High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) lane along a
freeway segment. To highlight the advantage of the proposed calibration methodology, a before
and after safety analysis is presented.
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Use of Non-destructive Tests for Quality Assurance in PCC Pavements
Jose Sanchez Marquez*, Matin Nabavi, Reza Maghsoudi
*MSc Student
Department of Building, Civil and Environmental Engineering,
Concordia University, Montreal, QC
Email: josemiguelsanchez1985@gmail.com

There are several types of tests that are used to determine important characteristics and properties
of Portland cement concrete (PCC) pavements before its fabrication, during its transportation and
placement. However, once placement takes place, it is difficult to determine if the process of
consolidation, finishing and curing were correctly developed. The appearance of cracks after
some days or some years, are one of the most common warnings that something had gone wrong.
Also, it is well know that deficiencies in pavement thickness reduce the life of the pavement.
In this research work a number of case studies are going to be analyzed, comparing the use of
non-destructive tests (NDT) with traditional approaches for thickness measurements.
Additionally, in the field two NDT’s were used in order to determine durability characteristics of
a new PCC pavement located in the city of Montreal, Canada.
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Impact of Adverse Weather on the Supply Chain in the Freight Transportation
Shakila Kayum*
*MSc Student
Department of Building, Civil and Environmental Engineering,
Concordia University, Montreal, QC
Email: s_kayum@encs.concordia.ca

Economic growth of any nation depends on the effective transportation system of an
uninterrupted supply chain. The effective transportation operations can enable the delivery of
customer values and can improve the supply chain performance. The uncertainty of
transportation in the supply chain, caused by external events, can deviate the transit times,
schedules, volume and transport modes. Terrorist attacks, natural disasters, regional power
outages and other external events have significant adverse impacts on the freight transport and
the emergency response planning is critical to deal with these external uncertainties. This study
discusses on the impact of adverse weather on the freight transport around the world. This
analysis aligns logistics strategies with disaster types in order to assist the supply chain
management in the resource management decisions.
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A Framework to Assess the Sustainability of Transportation Systems
Md Abdul Quddus
PhD Student, Department of Building, Civil and Environmental Engineering,
Concordia University, Montreal, QC
Email: quddusnsaly@yahoo.com
It is agreed that a sustainable transportation system has to satisfy today's needs with a positive
influence on meeting future transportation demand. The major concerns in sustainability for
most transportation agencies are related to (a) the safety issues for all potential users, (b) the
system’s efficiency in providing accessibility and mobility, (c) the potential of the
transportation systems to enhance economic productivity and social justice and (d) limit and/or
eliminate the negative impact on the natural environment. The analysis of a transportation
system’s sustainability assesses to what extent the decisions affecting transportation activity
are optimized with respect to different environmental, social and economic criteria regardless
of time or location. In this study, the criterions related to these major concerns, generally
referred to as indicators, are grouped into sets or categories that include specific goals and
objectives. It is proposed that an ideal sustainable transportation planning requires a balanced
set of indicators targeting economic, social, and environmental objectives. Therefore, the
assessment of a system’s sustainability depends on the selection of appropriate indicators in
each category. Using these indicators sets this study proposes the development of a
Sustainability Index, which is a global performance measure that can account for the effect of
different sustainability indicators on a given transportation system, regardless of its size. This
global performance measure represents an aggregated value that weights-in a selected set of
sustainability indicators, and it is developed based on Analytic Hierarchy Processes. The
proposed methodology provides a global assessment index based on a given set of indicators
and their relative importance to each other. This methodology is organized as a comprehensive
and flexible evaluation framework that is adaptable to local assessment conditions used by
transportation agencies to examine the conditions of the existing transportation infrastructure,
as well as to predict the sustainability of future transportation developments. The effectiveness
of this framework depends on the inclusion of appropriate indicator and use of proper method
to evaluate different impact that they can have on the system. The indicators used here should
be tested using the available indicators selection methodology. Another challenge of this
framework is the nature of the measuring units which is not identical for all the indicators. In
addition to this, one can improve the framework by aggregating the social and economic
sustainability indicators and/or using the Analytic Network Process that will allow one to
compare indicators from different groups and from different levels and the influence of one
group to another.
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Analysis of Vehicle Ownership Evolution in Montreal, Canada Using Pseudo
Panel Analysis
Sabreena Anowar*, Naveen Eluru, Luis F. Miranda-Moreno
*

PhD Candidate
Department of Civil Engineering and Applied Mechanics, McGill University
Montréal, Québec, H3A 2K6, Canada.
Email: sabreena.anowar@mail.mcgill.ca
This paper employs a pseudo-panel approach to study vehicle ownership evolution in Montreal
region, Canada using cross-sectional datasets from 1998, 2003 and 2008. We implement
econometric modeling approaches that simultaneously accommodate the influence of observed
and unobserved attributes on the vehicle ownership decision framework. For this purpose, we
estimate generalized versions of the ordered response model – including the generalized,
scaled- and mixed-generalized ordered logit models. Socio-demographic variables that impact
household’s decision to own multiple cars include number of full and part-time working adults,
license holders, number of males, middle aged adults, retirees and presence of children.
Increased number of bus stops, longer bus and metro lengths within the household residential
location buffer area decreased auto ownership level of households. These results also varied
across years as manifested by the significance of the interaction terms with the years for
several variables. In terms of the effect of location of households, we found that some areas
exhibited distinct car ownership temporal dynamics over the years. Policy makers can utilize
the information gleaned from our analysis to propose mechanisms that will target vehicle
ownership reduction.
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Investigating the Role of Transport Models in Epidemiological Studies of Air
Pollution Exposure and Health Effects
*Maryam Shekarrizfard, Marie-France Valois, Mark Goldberg, Dan Crouse, Nancy Ross,
Marie-Élise Parent, Marianne Hatzopoulou
*PhD Student, Department of Civil Engineering and Applied Mechanics,
Email: maryam.shekarrizfard@mail.mcgill.ca
Urban air pollution has been linked with a range of health effects; in metropolitan areas onroad traffic is the largest contributor to local air pollution and therefore, exposure to traffic
emissions could potentially explain the odds of air pollution related health effects among the
general population. In this study, we investigate the possibility of using a transportation model
developed for the City of Montreal for the purpose of deriving a measure of individual
exposure to traffic emissions. This model has been extended with capability for modelling
transport emissions at the individual and household levels. The resulting transport emissions
are distributed across the modelling domain and validated against air pollution levels
previously derived using a Land Use Regression (LUR) technique, a commonly used method
for deriving individual exposure in epidemiological studies. We observe a medium and
significant correlation between both datasets with strong correlations in the neighbourhood of
all roads. Exposures were also derived for a sample of breast cancer survivors in the Montreal
area using both methods (LUR and transportation model). We observe comparable odds ratios
(OR) for breast cancer suggesting that a transport model can potentially act as a cost effective
alternative to air pollution monitoring for epidemiological analysis of air pollution and its
health effects.
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A Latent Segmentation based Generalized Ordered Logit Model to Examine Factors
Influencing Driver Injury Severity
Shamsunnahar Yasmin*, Naveen Eluru, Chandra R. Bhat, Richard Tay
*

PhD Candidate
*Department of Civil Engineering and Applied Mechanics, McGill University
Montréal, Québec, H3A 2K6, Canada.
Email: shamsunnahar.yasmin@mail.mcgill.ca

This paper formulates and estimates an econometric model, referred to as the latent segmentation
based generalized ordered logit (LSGOL) model, for examining driver injury severity. The
proposed model probabilistically allocates drivers (involved in a crash) into different injury
severity segments based on crash characteristics to recognize that the impacts of exogenous
variables on driver injury severity level can vary across drivers based on both observed and
unobserved crash characteristics. The proposed model is estimated using Victorian Crash
Database from Australia for the years 2006 through 2010. The model estimation incorporates the
influence of a comprehensive set of exogenous variables grouped into six broad categories: crash
characteristics, driver characteristics, vehicle characteristics, roadway design attributes,
environmental factors and situational factors. The results clearly highlight the need for
segmentation based on crash characteristics. The crash characteristics that affect the allocation of
drivers into segments include: collision object, trajectory of vehicle’s motion and manner of
collision. Further, the key factors resulting in severe driver injury severity are driver age 65 and
above, driver ejection, not wearing seat belts and collision in a high speed zone. The factors
reducing driver injury severity include presence of pedestrian control, presence of roundabout,
driving a panel van, unpaved road condition and presence of passengers.
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Evaluating the Potential of Several Road Network Improvement Strategies on
Traffic Emissions
*Ahsan Alam, Golnaz Ghafghazi, Marianne Hatzopoulou
*

PhD Candidate
Dept. of Civil Engineering & Applied Mechanics, McGill University, Canada
E-mail: ahsan.alam2@mail.mcgill.ca
Estimating traffic emission is an essential part of suitable policy selection so that meaningful
reductions can be achieved. In this paper we microsimulated traffic (using the VISSIM platform)
and emissions (using the USEPA’s Motor Vehicle Emissions Simulator, MOVES) in an entire
neighborhood of Montreal (8,656 links) under a range of regional and local infrastructure
changes. These scenarios include fleet renewal, street closure, speed management, parking
policy, congestion pricing, and alternative mode prioritization. It was observed that due to the
high congestion levels in the neighbourhood under base case conditions, we observe limited
network-wide reductions of emissions except in the scenario aiming at reducing ‘through traffic’
(29% reduction in GHG compared to the base-case). We note significant changes in the spatial
patterns of emissions. We also compare average and instantaneous speed-based estimates and
observe that the average-speed mode tends to overestimate total emissions as network speeds
decrease.
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A Statistical Examination of the Effects of the Built Environment on Cyclist
Exposure to Air Pollution with a Regional Data Collection Exercise
William Farrell
PhD Candidate, McGill University
Email: william.farrell@mail.mcgill.ca
Understanding the factors that influence a cyclist’s exposure to air pollution is an important
component of designing a healthful, high quality urban cycling network. This study analyzes the
results from a large mobile data collection exercise, conducted in Montreal, Quebec during
summer 2012. Research assistants covered approximately 475 km of unique roadway on bicycles
equipped with instruments to measure ultra-fine particles (UFP) and black carbon (BC). The
spatial extent of the data collection included a diverse array of cycling facilities and land-use
patterns. Using linear regression analysis, a number of inferences are made about the built
environment associations with air pollution levels. Downtown location was the strongest
parameter in both models. Following this, the UFP model was strongly influenced by wind
speed, temperature, and distance from a restaurant, while the BC model was influenced by
distance to the nearest highway, relative humidity, and congestion. For in-street and separated
facilities, both UFP and BC were more closely associated with the hierarchy of the street than the
type of cycling facility, however separated facilities yielded lower BC concentrations than instreet cycling. Ultimately, more research is needed to understand the potential efficacy of facility
and network design as a pollution exposure abatement measure.
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